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and wellness products from both local and global creators. And if you're just looking for a bit of a thrill, the campus also has a ride called Haley Comet, usa's first indoor, electric dual-track suspension ride. We set out to design something that has never been built before: a huge bunker to house the growing experience economy, Michael Beneville, founding
partner and chief creative officer, AREA15, said in a statement. By creating and curating the best-in-class experiences and partnering with immersive artists and producers at the vanguard of this movement, we've seen our vision come to life. This project embodies unbound innovation and creativity, and this opening will be the first step towards something
truly magical. Come curious and leave aside! Area 15, of course, will follow the health and safety guidelines presented by the World Health Organization and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, including using ai-powered thermal scanning platforms that accurately and non-invasively screens temperatures, detects the absence of a mask, and
alerts employees when social distensing thresholds have not been met. While AREA15 is free to enter, pre-registration and masks are currently needed to manage capabilities and ensure a safe environment for all people entering. Time slots are now available to reserve online for the opening weekend of the campus. During the next few months, AREA15 will
also be opening up new experiences including a distillery, X-throwing, an arcade, candy store, and many other spaces to explore, eat, drink, and shop. In early 2021, Campus Meow Wolf will open Omega Mart, a strange and engaging grocery store art installation experience. For more information about upcoming exhibitions and experiences, or to reserve a
time slot, visit the AREA15 website. © copyright. All rights reserved. This link printed from an external site that may or may not meet accessibility guidelines. Tripseweed uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Trips Lover, you acknowledge our use of cookies. Cookies.
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